
AOK CREATIVE - TEAM BUILDING
THE ‘SOMETHING DIFFERENT’ SPECIALISTS

GASTRO MOTORING DYNAMIC TEAM ACTIVITIESCELEBRITY



We're a close knit team of event professionals who absolutely love what we do.

We offer a range of services that fit the needs of our vast array of loyal clients. 

We are incredibly proud of the relationships we’ve built, and retained over the past 16 years.

We have a great choice of slick and unique team entertainment options that will be memorable 
and good value for money for your teams. 

WHY CHOOSE AOK EVENTS?



AOK CREATIVE

Our services don’t stop at events management 
and organisation! 

We are always on the hunt for interesting new 
team building activities and incentive concepts. 

Something different.  
Try our unique activities and let our team 

manage your day so you and your clients or 
co-workers enjoy the ultimate 

experience!



GASTRO
ONE OF A KIND FOODIE EXPERIENCES 



COOKING AT SATURDAY KITCHEN

LONDON GIN DISTILLERY TOUR

FOOD AT 52

An Informal, intimate and engaging cooking experience, perfect for entertaining clients and
guests. The Experience is hosted by a well-known chef and themed around their signature
cooking style, these include Michael Roux Jnr, Cyrus Todiwala, Jose Pizarro, Vivek Singh or
Sabrina Ghayour.

Within the experience the host chef demonstrates each course, guests then recreate the dish at
their individual cooking stations with supervision. The experience includes a tour of the Saturday
Kitchen set and a personally signed book from your host chef.

Clapham, London Min. of 12 From £250 +VAT pp

Over the past year Gin has once again become a huge deal in London – the City’s best distillery
welcomes visitors to take a guided tour and discover the history of gin in London.

You’ll hear the fascinating story of gin in London; from the Gin Craze to the current day, as well
as learning about the gin making techniques. The tour is followed by a 3-flight gin tasting in the
Cold Bar, a hidden treasure, a retro, speakeasy-style cocktail bar that overlooks the striking
copper stills of the distillery.

City, London Min. of 12 From £100 +VAT pp

Operating from a quirky country home style kitchen in the heart of Clerkenwell on Central 
Street. Despite being ten minutes from Old Street, once you step inside you’ll feel like you're in 
the middle of the countryside.
Hone your basic skills with the Kitchen Basics and Confidence classes, master fish and a stress 
free dinner party or learn an artillery of quick and simple mid- week seasonal suppers.

A fantastic spin on a traditional activity that is about having fun, enjoying yourself and picking up 
some great skills and memories on the way! 

Clerkenwell, London Max. of 35 From £110 +VAT pp



BERRY BROS & RUDD WINE TASTING

BREWING MASTERCLASS

HUNTER, GATHER, COOK

Berry Brothers wine tasting events are friendly, fun and informative. There’s no better place to
learn about wine than in a wine cellar; situated below the historic St James's Street shop.

With 314-years of wine expertise and the wealth of knowledge within Berry Bros. & Rudd,
including their eight sommeliers, a wide range of activities are available for both novices and
fully fledged wine connoisseurs.

Mayfair, London Min. of 20 From £150 +VAT pp

Learn about the brewing process of beer, the technical aspects and then actually spend the 
day brewing your own Beer!
Brewing your own beer takes time (it’s essential that the quality of the beer is checked 
regularly and you keep your energy up by eating – all part of the process of course…), meaning 
your day will last around 7 hours! And best of all, at the end of those 7 hours of brewing, 
drinking and eating, you’ll get a 5 litre mini keg, or, if you’re patient enough, you can wait 2 
weeks and take home some of the beer you brewed yourself – result!

Islington, London 12 £85 +VAT pp

HUNTER, GATHER, COOK is a foraging and cookery school that specialises in game butchery, wild 
cocktails and outdoor cookery, exclusively over live fire.
All the courses take place in an off-grid Tree House HQ which is set in a beautiful Sussex wood 
and are designed to teach participants how to identify, process and cook a range of wild plants 
and animals to a high standard.

All our courses at HUNTER, GATHER, COOK cater specifically for adults and are led by a skilled 
team of passionate hunters, foragers, chefs and fire masters.

West Sussex Flexible From £250 +VAT pp



COCKTAIL MAKING MASTERCLASS

SEAFOOD SCHOOL

WINE INVESTMENT CHALLENGE

Cocktails are here to stay. Fact. And knowing how to rustle up the perfect Martini, Margarita or
Manhattan is a core skill that any self-respecting Board Member should be able to call on.

We fun a fantastic cocktail making event in conjunction with Gaucho Restaurants and for your
event we would hire their private dining space where a 2 hour cocktail making masterclass
would take place under the supervision of one of Gaucho’s senior cocktail barmen.

After the cocktails, your guests would sit down to a delicious tasting menu paired with matching
wines.

Smithfield, London Min. of 8 From £285 +VAT pp

Billingsgate Seafood School is the perfect venue for corporate cooking classes inside the World 
Famous Market. On arrival guests will be given a welcome drink as well as an introduction to 
the history of Billingsgate Fish Market, then will then be shown to their food stations and for 
the next couple of hours, we can teach your guests a number of different skills.

After all of the preparation has taken place, your guests will sit down for a delicious meal with 
your starter & main courses featuring the fish that you have helped prepare during the 
afternoon.  We will serve a selection of wines throughout dinner.

Canary Wharf, London 10 £350 +VAT pp

Guests are given a fun introduction to the principles behind investing in fine wine. A range of 
mystery wines will then be poured and, with the assistance of our tasting charts, your guests are 
then given the clues they need to assess the wines for possible investment potential.

Our unique formula will leave guests enthralled at just how much they can detect in the wine. 
No prior knowledge is required!  This format is based on our wine experts’ time working for fine 
wine brokers. Wine styles will be chosen to suit your preference and budget – wines need not be 
investment grade to discover the principles.

City, London Flexible From £450 +VAT pp



MOTORING
EVENTS PERFECT FOR PETROL HEADS



THE LONDON JOB

NASCARS AT ROCKINGHAM

OFF ROAD & TRACK DRIVING

Charlie Croker's in town and it's time to snatch back the Mafia gold. Equipped with brand new 
Mini Coopers you'll be tearing around both London and twisty country lanes evading the Mafia 
and getting ready to 'blow the bloody doors off'. 

The event has been carefully designed to test you and your team's skills in planning, delegation, 
communication and time and team management, all disguised as a whole lot of fun! It is also 
completely flexible on pick-up point, format and content so we can make it as team-building 
orientated or relaxed as you wish.

Various Min. of 20 From £275 +VAT pp

Based at Rockingham’s famous oval  circuit, The NASCAR experience is the only racing 
experience in England using real American style stock-cars. The 1.5mile oval circuit allows 
guests to get behind the wheel and truly experience the power of these V8 monsters, reaching 
speeds north of 150mph! 

For a full day’s driving package, guests will also get to drive McLaren 12C, Lamborghini 
Gallardo and Ariel Atom’s; as well as experiencing the skid pan and a very challenging 4WD 
adventure.

Rockingham, London Based on 30 From £450 +VAT pp

Based at one of our favourite estates in Sussex we have the option to drive a number of exciting 
vehicles on the private track in conjunction with some thrilling off road driving. 

Whilst you’re there why not take in some golf or perhaps an overnight stay – it’s truly 
spectacular setting just over an hour from London.  

Not enough? We’ve thought of that – how about taking to the skies in a tiger moth  or 
completing a Top Gun Mission? All possible at this amazing  location. 

Sussex Groups of 10 POA



DYNAMIC
UNIQUE ACTIVE EXPERIENCES



VELODROME CYCLING

LEARN TO PLAY POLO

WHITE WATER RAFTING

We are offering a unique opportunity to experience the thrill of riding the velodrome that 
hosted the track cycling at London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. 

Cycling is hugely popular within the UK and what better way to engage with clients and 
colleagues in a competitive and interactive environment - a memorable event that guarantees 
to truly engage will your guests. 

Stratford, London Min. of 10 From £189 +VAT pp

This is the ideal starting point where we take your guests  through all the basics of the game. 
This lesson only needs to be taken once. 

The course is available privately or in small groups and comprises - Polo riding, use of the stick 
for the four shots, rules of the game, stick & ball practice on ponies and the theory of the 
game.  After the theory we can arrange a demonstration match whilst you all enjoy an amazing 
Argentinean BBQ.

Ascot Park, Surrey Based on 20 From £295 +VAT pp

White water rafting is a challenging and exciting outdoor activity and there's no better location
than at the Lee Valley rapids, used for the Olympics in 2012. Each group is assigned an inflatable
raft and professional coach who will help in navigating through the white water river rapids and
work together to survive the course.

The centre has a fantastic terrace area, the perfect place to enjoy a BBQ and drinks after your
time on the water.

Lee Valley, London Groups of 36 From £125 +VAT pp



CELEBRITY
SPEND THE DAY WITH SOME SPORTING LEGENDS



SHOOTING WITH PETER WILSON MBE

SAIL WITH AN OLYMPIAN

POKER EVENING WITH A FORMER PRO

A day of clay pigeon shooting at the West London Shooting School hosted and presented by 
Peter Wilson is an event which will leave a lasting impression with your guests as they are joined 
by their very own Gold medalist. 

Peter will help out with many aspects of the day and is a fantastic ambassador of the sporting, 
giving fascinating insight into his double trap gold from 2012 and assist with the group no 
matter their level of shooting.

West London Flexible From £250 +VAT pp

Join us at The Royal Lymington Yacht Club for a day of sailing with the Olympic Gold Medallist 
Pippa Wilson, on board a luxury 54’ yacht.

This is a fascinating day, motivating for any sort of business team and an interesting 
opportunity to impress important clients. We will have breakfast on arrival in the Yacht club 
before cruising out to the beautiful western Solent and the Needles or east towards Cowes, 
depending on the wind and tide.

Various Based on 12 From £375 +VAT pp

Various 50 From £125 +VAT pp

Even if one or two guests start off not recognising a flush or a full house, your host for the 
evening Caspar Berry,  former actor and Las Vegas poker pro, will soon acquaint them with all 
the whys and wherefores you need to outwit your opponents at Texas Hold ‘Em. 

With each player given the same value of chips, Caspar and his London casino-trained croupiers 
make sure everyone has a chance to take the pot. Guests will not only improve on their cards 
skills but also distinguish between a calculated risk and a reckless gamble



TEAM ACTIVITIES
TEAM BUILDING WITH A TWIST



HUNTED MI5 EXPERIENCE

CRYSTAL MAZE

SWINGERS

Have you got what it takes to become an elite Hunter? Can you keep calm under stress and
remain covert?

Join the stars from Channel 4’s Hunted as they take you through your paces to experience the
life of covert operatives and criminals on the run. Your group will use and improve their
communication, team-working and observation skills in this unique test.

Various Based on 40 From £110 +VAT pp

It’s your turn to be the star of Britain’s best loved game show. You and your colleagues will get 
to play the Maze just as contestants did on the original show - placing you at the centre of the 
action.
The action takes place in the breathtaking full scale set in London. You will compete in teams 

of up to 8, playing games designed to test skill, mental & physical ability. 

Following the experience the fabulous bar will be available which features a viewing area to 
watch friends and rivals in the Maze.

Kings Cross, London From 16 - 48 From £125 +VAT pp

Following their very successful East London pop-up in 2015, the Institute of Competitive 
Socialising are back with their crazy golf club, a venue that takes the holy trinity that is crazy golf, 
street food and amazing drinks and combines them all into one incredible social experience.
Swingers is based on a 1920’s golf-club set in the bucolic English countryside. 
Step into the secret world of our old-school clubhouse, rolling greens, lush foliage and 
unparalleled hospitality. Opening a stone’s throw from the Gherkin, comprising of 16,000 square 
feet of socially competitive fun the space is perfect for incentives, team-building or just a good 
night on the green with colleagues or clients.

City, London 10 - 35 From £145 +VAT pp



GRAFITTI MASTERCLASS

BUILD A BIKE FOR CHARITY

FLIGHT CLUB

Your guests can express their artistic flair, creating an urban master piece to rival Banksy. Our 
tutors are experienced graffiti artists who really know how to run a workshop. 

They are some of the most well known and respected street artists in the country, competent 
teachers, with years of experience of working with participants of all ages and skill level. Our 
graffiti workshop teachers will pass on skills and techniques to you or your group that will allow 
you to make your own graffiti designs after the workshop. The event again can be themed with 
guests creating some new offices art battling it out to create a better piece. 

Various Flexbile From £145 +VAT pp

This activity offers something different by combining both the enjoyment of team building, 
along with increasing your Social Responsibility within the community by making a genuine 
difference to the lives of young people.

Build A Bike is a proven way to improve your team’s communication and team corporation 
with plenty of laughter along the way. The team which complete their challenge will be 
declared the winner and will then be encouraged to help other teams.

Various Based on 48 From £95 +VAT pp

Shoreditch is now the home of darts. over 20 interactive oches have  transformed the ‘sport’ 
into a entertaining evening for all abilities. 

For your numbers we suggest taking The Furlong area exclusively, which gives you hire of 3 
oches, private area and bar access 

Shoreditch, London 25 - 70 From £65 +VAT pp



BRANDS WE WORK WITH



GET IN TOUCH

AOK Events The Engine Rooms, 150A Falcon Road, London SW11 2LW

DANIEL WHEELER – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
daniel@aokevents.com |   020 8222 8420

aokevents.com

mailto:ben@aokevents.com

